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i) patrol and protect all forests in his beat; 

(ii) repair and maintain forest boundary marks in accordance with 
orders on the subject;  

(iii) see that the rights and privileges existing if any in the forests are not 
abused by the villagers;  

(iv) prevent illicit cutting of trees by constantly moving around the beat;  

(v) see that cattle do not graze in closed areas; if they are habitual or 
accidentally strayed, warn the owner to be more careful in future; 
and if not properly cared for by their owner, and allowed to pick up 
a subsistence by pilfering food or if deliberately driven into such 
areas, impound them;  

(vi) see that whenever prescribed, fees are paid for grazing in open 
areas;  
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(vii) frequently inspect fire stations or climb tall places to look out for 
fires in the fire season, maintain fire lines in good time, as per 
orders in this behalf; collect villagers and put out forest fires 
promptly in the event of their occurrence and prevent kindling of 
fire or leaving it burning upon public or prevent ways wherever this 
is prohibited.  

(viii) detect and report illicit shooting and fishing in reserved forests;  

(ix) see that forest produce is not removed except in accordance with the 
transit rules under the Forest Act;  

(x) collect timber found adrift, beached or sunk; 

(xi) carry out silvi-cultural works such as sowing seeds, preparing 
nurseries, collecting seeds, planting and carrying out other cultural 
operations as ordered. Cut creepers and make petty repairs to 
plantation and nursery fences without special orders.  

(xii) keep the forest rest house in his charge together with the compound 
in clean and tidy condition and generally protect them from 
damage; and  

(xiii) submit first offence report immediately on discovery of a forest 
offence, try to trace the offender and, if found, take him to the 
Round officer promptly and give necessary help to the Round 
officer in conducting the enquiry.
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